In Vivo pO2 Measurement of Islet Encapsulation Devices in Oxygen Measurement Core
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Statement of Purpose: The lack of oxygen supply to the
highly metabolic pancreatic islet cells is one of the major
factors contributing to the failure of islet transplantation
devices targeting the cure of type I diabetes (T1D). The loss
of islets due to hypoxia is common in almost all modes of
islet transplantation – from micro-encapsulation to macroencapsulation devices and tissue-grafts. Several
approaches to improve oxygenation in these
transplantation devices have been tested (1-6). However,
the lack of available technologies to provide reliable
oxygen partial pressure (pO2) assessment in and around
devices hinders the progress severely.
With the support of JDRF, an “Oxygen Measurement Core”
facility was established at O2MÔ Technologies in 2019.
Several leaders from academic institutions participated in
the core by providing their specific islet encapsulation
devices. After in vitro oxygen imaging of these devices (7),
recently we performed in vivo oxygen imaging of three
islet encapsulation devices: (a) Commercially available
TheraCyte cell encapsulation device, with a higher surface
to volume ratio for cells (4), (b) from the group of Prof.
Minglin
Ma,
alginate-based
inverse
breathing
encapsulation device (iBED) that generates oxygen with
the interaction of CO2 (5), and (c) from the group of Prof.
Cherie Stabler, agarose based OxySite device that
generates oxygen using CaO2 (1,2).
All oxygen imaging experiments were performed using
O2M’s small animal oxygen imager, JIVA-25Ô (Figure
1A) that works on electron paramagnetic resonance oxygen
imaging (EPROI) principle (8,9), JIVA-25Ô provides
three-dimensional pO2 maps with high spatial, temporal,
and pO2 resolution for objects up to 40 mm. For reporting

Figure 1: (A) JIVA-25 Instrument. (B) hydroxyethyl
tetrathiatriarymethyl radical OX071, (C) 1mM OX071 calibration
curve at 25 mT, the oxygen in the PBS (37 °C) was set at 0, 3, 6, 9,
12, and 21% and R1 were measured at the equilibrium. (D) In vivo
imaging set-up and animal monitoring with JIVA-25Ô.

Figure 2: pO2 maps along with corresponding MRI of (A) agarose
based OxySite device loaded 500 IEQ rat islet cells, and (B)
TheraCyte loaded with 500 IEQ rat islet cells. Trityl (total 200 µL
of 72 mM stock solution) was injected via intraperitoneal route to
the animal in both cases. The pO2 scale-bar is 0-100 torr.

Figure 3: pO2 maps of an acellular inverse breathing
encapsulation device (iBED) control device embedded with
alginate gel overlayed on MRI. Trityl was injected via IV route.

oxygen concentration, JIVA-25Ô uses injectable trityl
radicals OX071 (Figure 1B) with relaxation rates R1
linearly related to the absolute pO2 (Figure 1C). For the in
vivo measurements, animals are placed in a horizontal
resonator suitable for in vivo imaging and connected with
an animal life support system (Figure 1D-1F). In vivo
oxygen imaging using EPROI requires the infusion of trityl
via intravenous (IV) or intraperitoneal (IP) route. This is
the first such study showing the capability of EPROI to
provide in vivo oxygen imaging of cell encapsulation
devices in the mouse model. Figures 2 and 3 show
representative pO2 maps of three islet-encapsulation
devices from the study. We will present key data as well as
the technical aspects of in vivo oxygen imaging of cell
encapsulation devices in the presentation.
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